Finance organizations across all industries thrive on insights - they drive everything from KPI structure to audit reporting accuracy. But if insights derive from time consuming, manual analysis, how can proactive decisions be made? They can’t.

Today more than ever organizations are flooded with an unprecedented amount of disparate information from various sources, all of which generate reports that can provide finance leaders with transparent insights into profitability and cost operations. The bad news is that someone needs to make sense of this tsunami... without drowning.

FINANCE 360

Digitizing the financial office entails establishing the right information and analytic disciplines to address challenges like excessive, expensive manual processes or lack of actionable insights for business growth. With so much content in isolated forms, many organizations don’t have the ability to bring it together - that’s where Paradigm steps in. Leveraging a variety of tools and processes, we take your disparate data, ensure its accuracy, and ultimately automate a dashboarding process that delineates precisely the insights that will benefit your operational goals.

Imagine being able to immediately pivot directions and solve financial problems rather than try to identify them.

SUCCESS STORY - FORTUNE 100 INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

- Reduced dashboard delivery to 24 from 360 hours, enabling real-time analytics
- 12+ sources into a single data lake supporting 127 countries and 100,000 employees
- Consolidated dashboards answer 95% of financial and tax questions, enabling regulatory reporting, sign-off, and decision-making
- Reduced audit time by 18% and consultants’ cost
- $2.3M (12% ROI year 1) annual cost reduction

WE INVITE YOU TO LEARN MORE - REACH OUT TO OUR EXPERTS TODAY!

www.pt-corp.com | 480-473-7111 | info@pt-corp.com